Cryptocurrency Trading India

Determine how you earn your living. Do you want to invest in cryptographic currency, just get it or are you looking for other options?

2. Choose the crypto that suits you best. Explore the market and all the information about it to develop your earning strategy.

3. Create a crypt currency wallet and keep it safe.

4. Start making money cryptocurrency trading India.

How to make money on crypto: 5 ways

Proven 5 ways to earn money

Before you can learn the secrets of how to make money on crypto, you need to know the types and ways of earning.

Mining

There are three ways to extract crypto:

1. Self-mining. The miner uses the computational power of its own equipment, configures the programs itself. Plus, all profits are yours. The minus - the growth of costs for equipment and electricity with decreasing remuneration for the unit.

2. Mining in the pools. Miners combine their capacities for fast and efficient problem solving. Plus - efficiency. Minus - profit is divided by all.
3. Cloud mining. Earning on crypto is done by means of mining on rented equipment. That is, the system setup and costs are mainly on someone else's shoulders. Plus, the equipment and electricity bills do not suffer as much. Minus - earnings are still less.

Investing

You buy crypt currency at one price and keep it in your wallet until the market goes up. To get the maximum profit, you need to make a proper investment portfolio.

Recall the famous story when in May 2010 for two pizzas paid 10,000 bitcoins. At that time, the deal was justified. But 10 years later, at this rate...

Trading

Trading on crypto exchanges and earning on exchange rate differences.

The main profit on the crypt currency is the constant price fluctuation.

Crypt Currency Lending

Lending, borrowing your funds at interest.

IMPORTANT!
Plus - passive income. Minus - frozen capital and risk of fraud.

Micro-income

Perform small tasks for a fee. The source of profit can be:

- **cryptocranes** - services that pay with a small amount of cryptocurrency for performing various tasks;
- **RTS-sites** pay for viewing ads on the Internet;
- **Airdroli** - free distribution of tokens for marketing purposes.

However here you will not earn much and you can not get the promised reward.

Do you want to become a cryptopillionaire?

Start training

Three Life hacks, how to make more money on cryptology...

Earning money on crypt currency is not as easy as one would want. It is not enough to choose a convenient way, it is necessary to know subtleties and tricks.

**Lifehack #1**

The exchange of cash for a popular cryptographic currency has a very high demand, which is why the interest on such a deal will be high. And your main task is to get as much profit as possible by spending a minimum budget. Therefore, you should pay attention to other exchange pairs.
1. Choose a more profitable crypto. Forks will always be cheaper than Bitcoin known to everyone.

2. Money in electronic wallets can also be exchanged. Look for the most advantageous rate and convert one e-currency to another.

This life jack will be useful for mining enthusiasts or those who are just planning to do it. Hopping - Switch to minting the most advantageous coin at a certain time.

Each coin has its own peaks in value. If you set up coin hopping on your hardware, it will allow you to switch to the more profitable coins in the short term and win up to 20% of efficiency by the mining.

Constantly develop and are in a trend. How do you make money on crypto? Adopt a profitable experience from others. Keep track of forums and communities related to cryptology. Subscribe to telegram channels, watch webinars.

By investing in crypto, according to many experts, you make a long-term investment. Plus, it's a diversification of risks. And do not forget about the high volatility of assets, which allows traders to make good money.